Maths

English

Spelling
Your weekly spellings are words

Writing task

Mon

We will be using an exciting, new text for
Metric measures

your writing lessons. The WAGOLL (What A Good
One Looks Like) is called ‘Treasure!’ Today you

Watch the video on Google Classroom and
complete the pages in your workbook.

are going to story map and orally rehearse
the first two paragraphs. Watch the video on
Google Classroom to help!

which use the prefix ‘over’.
Practise the following words:
Overbalance

Overslept

Overthrow

Overcooked

Overturned

Overpaid

Overcoat

Overtired

What does the prefix over mean?
Writing task
Tues

Convert Metric Measures

Vocabulary task.

Watch the video on Google Classroom and

Using the new words from the WAGOLL,

complete the pages in your workbook

complete the synonym wheel activity before
applying the words to sentences.
Writing task

Wed

Toolkit practise – suspense toolkit.

Calculate with Metric Measures

Using some of the techniques used in the
Watch the video on Google Classroom and
complete the pages in your workbook

WAGOLL, we are going to practise creating
suspense. Watch the video on Google
Classroom and read through the worksheet to
find out more!

Thurs

Miles and Kilometres

revokloode
toaveorc
denrevruto
prevodia
rveocatre
redorivet
koovreco
revoplest

Read the extract from our new

roothverw

Killick and complete the
questions.

complete the pages in your workbook

onceablaver
Can you think of any other words which
use the prefix over?

Imperial Measures

Reading task
Read the extract from our new novel ‘Crater

Fri
Watch the video on Google Classroom and
complete the pages in your workbook

spellings.

Reading task

novel ‘Crater Lake’ by Jennifer
Watch the video on Google Classroom and

Unscramble each word to find your

Lake’ by Jennifer Killick and complete the
questions.

Ask someone in your house to give you a
mini test or complete the games on
Spelling Shed!

You can also practice your times tables on TT Rockstars, keep checking for battles between the Year 6 classes! You can even
send a challenge to your teachers!
Please remember to check Google Classroom for your Google Meeting with your teacher and some other children in your class.

Tuesday – Science

Monday – Design and Technology

This half term, we are going to be learning all

Today you gave a very exciting D&T task! We would

about classification of plants and animals. To

like you to design a healthy meal which you are

begin our topic, you will be researching a very

going to make next week at home! This could be:

famous scientist, Carl Linnaeus.

A delicious curry with vegetables
A pasta dish with vegetables

Create a profile (using PowerPoint, or paper) all

A vegetable stir fry

about Carl Linnaeus. You should cover the

or something simple such as beans on toast!

following things in your profiles (you may want to

These are just some examples and you might have

do one slide for each). Use the links in your work

some different ideas.

pack to help.

Home Learning
Week Beginning
22nd



Early Life



Family



How did Carl Linnaeus learn
about plants & animals

February2021
Today you are going to write the recipe for you



meal and to plan the ingredients and amounts
you will need. There is an example recipe in your

Travel and Taxonomy

Use your profile to complete the paragraphs that

work pack to follow!

are included in your work pack.

Thursday – Assembly
Each week, one of your teachers will record an
assembly and put it onto your Google Classroom.
Watch the assembly and complete the follow up
task given at the end.
Google Classroom can be downloaded as an App
on Smart phones, Xbox and PlayStation.

On Friday afternoon, celebrate what you have done
in the week. Can you share some of your amazing
learning on our school Facebook or Twitter page?
Reflect back on everything you have learnt and
give yourself a HUGE pat on the back! Well done!

Wednesday – Geography
Today, we are going to be learning all about the 8 points of the
compass. You are probably familiar with the directions North, East, South
and West but what about the other 4 compass points?
Being able to use the 8 points of the compass correctly is a really
useful life skill for lots of different reasons, for example when
travelling between different places!
Most smartphones have a compass built into them
which you can use to complete today’s activity. Use the
compass on your smartphone to complete the activity
in the work pack.

